NO MORE BORING CONTENT
SUMMER ISSUE

8 Easy (And Hot!)
Ways to Turn Your
Content from ZZZ
to OMG

SHOCK
YOUR
READERS
(They love it!)

COME FULL
CIRCLE
(How does the
story end?)

MAKE IT
EASY
(Try skimmable
subheads!)

OH SO BAD!

STEAL THESE IDEAS FROM WOMEN'S MAGAZINES
lindaformichelli@gmail.com

NO MORE
BORING CONTENT
B2B decision makers are bored.
Don’t get mad at us—that statement comes from a
survey of B2B buyers where 82% said they wish B2B
marketing had the creativity associated with B2C. And
during challenging times, this craving for an
entertaining read ramps up even higher.
Hero's Journey Content’s founder came up writing for
the women’s magazines (think: Redbook, Woman’s Day,
Family Circle), where the content is fresh, readable, and
fun—even on topics as dry as budgeting and nutrition.
Here, we dissected one of Linda's articles for Women’s
Health magazine to show how you can incorporate
these same principles into your B2B content. Each of
the numbers on the article corresponds to an
explanation of that element on the following pages.
Your readers are relying on you to save them from B2B
boredom—and to inspire them to action.
Here’s how to do it.
Editor-in-chief Linda Formichelli
Apex, NC
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GET PERSONAL

Readers resonate with stories
more than lifeless facts.
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Steal It: You don’t need to spill
your guts like Linda did here, but
consider: what is there about this
content that will reach readers
on a personal level? Can you
weave a story about your client’s
challenges in a case study, or
craft a hypothetical anecdote in
the lead of a blog post?
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GET DETAILED

Here, Linda lists some books
she’d read and calls out Jimmy
Choos. She could have just said
“books” and “expensive pair of
shoes,” but these details paint a
more vivid picture for the reader.
Steal It: Use precise examples
instead of generic terms. The
client in your case study didn’t
just complain to their old service
provider, they sent six unanswered
messages to the helpdesk.

OFFER SERVICE

This article could have been all
me, me, me—and that would
have been boring, boring, boring.
Here, Linda starts bringing in
service (that’s mag-speak for howto) with expert quotes and
advice.
Steal It: Offer actionable advice
from real experts where you can.
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STICK TO THE THEME

The subheads in this article are
plays on the titles of popular selfhelp books. The lesson here is
that every section of a piece of
content should explicitly tie into
the theme.
Steal It: Don’t expect readers to
puzzle out how a piece of info is
important to the theme (or to
them). Keep visual touchpoints
consistent, and use phrases like
“[Situation we just mentioned] is
why Best Business offers Y” to
keep readers on track.

BE RELEVANT

A women’s mag would never run
a service piece without at least
one stat that shows how many
women are impacted (and Y%
don’t even know it!).
Steal It: Let readers know why
they should care with verified
stats showing how the topic is
relevant to them.
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DON’T SHY AWAY FROM
CONTROVERSY

When Linda wrote “damn good
book” here, she knew it would be
mildly offensive to some readers.
But to mangle a popular quote: if
you’re not making anyone mad,
you’re doing it wrong.
Steal It: Don’t be afraid to
confront industry myths and pop
your audience’s self-involved
bubbles. They prefer that over
bland assurances...and it’s where
the real connections happen.

CHUNK IT DOWN

If there’s one thing women’s
magazine editors know, it’s that
no one wants to wade through
dense blocks of text.
Steal It: Pull quotes like this one
are a good way to break up your
content. (For more packaging
tips, download our guide 5 Ways
to Build More Powerful
Content Ideas.)
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COME FULL CIRCLE

Here, the conclusion refers back
to the beginning, with details on
how Linda’s quest to break her
obsession with self-help books
ended up.
Steal It: Make sure the content
solves the problem you posed in
the lead.
1. In a case study: So how did
your client’s sales improve
after they used your services?
2. In an article or blog post:
How will taking your advice
help me solve the problem
you posed at the beginning?
3. In a guide: Hey, can I have a
quick reminder of the steps
and how they’ll help me?
Coming full circle with your
content will help cement the
details in your audience’s mind—
and leave them with a sense of
satisfaction that all the loose
threads have been tied neatly
up.

Ready to bring some B2C excitement to your B2B content?
While I'm retired myself (after 25 years!), I have a small network of handpicked writers I refer businesses to. Email me at lindaformichelli@gmail.com
with details on your project (type, topics, timeline, budget) and I'll try to set
up intros with some great writers that fit your needs.
Connect with Linda Formichelli on LinkedIn

LINDAFORMICHELLI@GMAIL.COM

